
 

Will 
pre-millennials 
save retail?

Is Amazon killing retail? Whilst it is now generally accepted that traditional, ‘physical’ 
retailers need to make better use of a combination of physical and virtual channels, 
it is not always clear how best to pursue this goal. From new research, we have 
identified a number of customer groups – ‘swing shoppers’ – that hold the future 
of retail in their hands. Whilst our conclusions show a continued role for both clicks 
and bricks-and-mortar retail, they also highlight a number of priorities for physical 
retailers if they want to differentiate themselves and stay in the game. 

Brick or click, online makes shoppers tick
Increasingly, multichannel retailing strategies have seen spending choices filter between physical and online
stores. Although traditional bricks-and-mortar stores continue to out-sell their online competitors, in terms of 

year-on-year sales growth, digital is king.

Sources: BearingPoint, Harvard Business Review, retailresearch.org, digitalbookworld.com, nrf.com, Fevad, National Retail Federation
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Customers are better connected, 
using more mobile devices, whether 
out and about or in ‘lean back’ mode 

at home. Research has shown that 
multichannel customers are worth up 
to four times that of single channel, 

bricks and mortar shoppers.

Store closures
Although customers will continue to use the 
high street, by 2018 the number of stores 

in the UK will have decreased by up to 22% 
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Brick or click, online makes shoppers tick
Increasingly, multichannel retailing strategies have seen spending choices filter between physical and online
stores. Although traditional bricks-and-mortar stores continue to out-sell their online competitors, in terms of 

year-on-year sales growth, digital is king.

Sources: BearingPoint, Harvard Business Review, retailresearch.org, digitalbookworld.com, nrf.com, Fevad, National Retail Federation
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Customers are better connected, 
using more mobile devices, whether 
out and about or in ‘lean back’ mode 

at home. Research has shown that 
multichannel customers are worth up 
to four times that of single channel, 

bricks-and-mortar shoppers.

Store closures
Although customers will continue to use the 
high street, by 2018 the number of stores 

in the UK will have decreased by up to 22% 
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Although 36% of shoppers now start
their journey online, regardless of their age, 

it is predicted that e-commerce will 
command just 18% of the retail market

in 2030
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The elusive shopper: 
will pre-millennials 
save the physical 
store?

The announced death of traditional retail may be 
premature, as organisations build a firmer, more 
agile foundation on which to differentiate 

Is Amazon the future business model for 
the retail sector?
The world of physical retail is in turmoil, as a tsunami of data indicates 
the rapid growth of online spending. In the US, for example, research firm 
Prosper Insights & Analytics reported that during the 2013 Christmas 
season 34%, of American consumers completed half of their shopping 
online – nearly double the figure for 20061. Meanwhile, online spending 
in the UK accounted for 11.6% of total retail sales in 2013 vs. 10.2% in 
2012, and is set to represent 13% in 20142. 

One company dominates the landscape: Amazon has come to represent 
an embodiment of combined fears about what technology has brought 
to retail. The company was only founded two decades ago, so its progress 
is staggering: worldwide sales were USD 74.5 billion in 20133 and, in the 
same year, 180 million customers bought 3.5 billion items in the USA, 
placing it in the top 10 US retailers for 2013 with the second fastest 
growth in the retail sector that year4. Also, in a 2013 brand equity poll, 
over half of the respondents said Amazon was the first website they 
visited when shopping online. 

What precisely has made Amazon such a retail juggernaut? The answer 
lies substantially in the company’s consistent, continuous operational 
excellence, built on a backbone of its ‘elastic’ (dynamically scalable) 
infrastructure. ‘Amazon’s one-click payment and ease of return have 
contributed to raising customers’ expectations,’ says Isabelle Buisine, 
Head of CRM Group at Kiabi, a fashion designer and retailer.

IN 30 SECONDS

•  Physical retail is not dead – 
online-only will make up less 
than 20% of the overall retail 
market by 2030

•  Standing still isn’t an option for 
retailers, as online, mobile and 
other channels have disrupted 
their business models and 
transformed the nature of 
customer experience

•  New BearingPoint Institute 
research offers hope for those 
prepared to embrace new in- 
and near-store technologies

•  They need to address the needs 
of ‘swing shoppers’ – neither 
traditionalists nor wedded to 
online purchasing, in particular 
pre-millennials who have grown 
up with technology but still 
retain an element of tradition
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Whilst some commentators have forecast that Amazon spells the death 
of traditional bricks-and-mortar retail, the company is not without its 
own challenges – indeed, the business is still running at a loss after two 
decades of activity. In the light of this threat, should physical retailers 
look only for efficiency savings or do opportunities exist to differentiate 
themselves actively against the onslaught of retail Goliaths, like 
Amazon? The answer to physical retailer strategy lies in the integration 
of online and offline experiences, encapsulated by the concept known 
as omnichannel. Even so, the journey will not be easy, as confirmed by 
an executive at a major UK high street retailer. ‘Meeting customer needs 
is a more nuanced, complex challenge than ever before – and has costs 
associated with it, of course.  But if we don’t make it easy, painless and 
a pleasure for customers to make their journey with us, they’ll have their 
customer journey with a competitor.’

We wanted to drill into these models more deeply, so the BearingPoint 
Institute undertook a study across five European countries that went 
beyond the usual questions of whether or not stores should have an 
online presence to investigate what steps they had taken to protect 
themselves against the online threat. The headline finding was that 59% 
of respondents held the view that consumers will continue to purchase 
goods and services in-store. Understanding how and why this conclusion 
was reached offers deep insight into how traditional retailers can gear up 
for future success. 

Not a tsunami, but a rising tide of digital 
consumer behaviour
Consumers continue to shop in store for a number of concrete reasons: 
facets of the physical shopping experience cannot be matched by online 
commerce. In particular, respondents to our survey saw the following 
factors as crucial: 

88%

81%

75%

73%

FOR-1st paragraph - crucial factors

Tactility – the ability to touch, see, try and test products. 
88% of the panel considered tactility to be important, a 
figure that increased to 90% for women over 25 years old. 
One respondent told us: ‘In grocery shopping, the ability to 
smell, to touch products will only increase in importance.’

88%

81%

75%

73%

FOR-1st paragraph - crucial factors

Instant ownership – the desire to possess a product as 
soon as the buying decision has been made. 81% of 
respondents concurred, incorporating 86% of men between 
26 and 45 years old. Once the decision has been made, 
even a 24-hour wait is seen as too long.

99% Increase in the number of Americans who 
completed 50% or more of their shopping 
online, from 17% in 2006 to 34% in 20131
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88%

81%

75%

73%

FOR-1st paragraph - crucial factors

Customisation and after sales – the response to 
consumer needs for flexibility and personalised products 
and services. 75% of interviewees concurred, increasing to 
78% of men over 25 years old and 78% of large city dwellers 
– a sample of more than 1 million inhabitants. 

88%

81%

75%

73%

FOR-1st paragraph - crucial factors

Personalised relationship – 73% of consumers, mostly 
women aged 46+ – expressed a preference to buy from 
people they know and who know them, in return. This factor 
was a priority. One responder told us: ‘The sales attendant 
should have my details and order history.’

The importance of engaging in a personal experience cannot be 
overstated. This factor is more than simply being ‘known’ as a customer; it 
is the need to have ongoing rapport and relationship with retailers, built 
through sharing genuinely value-added conversations with passionate 
sales people. Comments such as ‘Good morning, Mrs Robinson. Did that 
light fitting work for you?’ come across much stronger when they are 
made by a real person who genuinely cares. 

Not all offline factors were seen as so important – for example, ‘sales 
assistant advice’ was mentioned by only 42% of the overall sample, 
although this figure varies according to the sector. This result illustrates a 
dilemma faced by physical retailers: consumers value a relationship, great 
service, and so on, but do not necessarily want long conversations with 
sales staff. Does this mean consumers want to have their cake and eat it? 
Perhaps – but the customer is always right!

Retailers are familiar with the need to deal with often-
contradictory behaviours, some of which are exacerbated 
by the online experience. As discussed in the BearingPoint 
article, ‘Customer paradoxes in a digital world’5, one way to 
deal with this trend is to become more proactive in creating 
customer needs, rather than waiting for them to express their 
expectations of future in-store experience. 

DEALING WITH PARADOXES OF CONSUMER 
BEHAVIOUR
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Building on these findings, are there certain demographic groups whose 
needs are more likely than others to depend on these factors? 

Our research identifies a ‘hard core’ of consumers who value physical store 
factors more highly than other people and who are more likely to shop 
consistently in-store. For example, 32% of the respondent group – who we 
call ‘retail ambassadors’ – strongly believe in-store retail is not dead and 
see themselves as fervent defenders of physical shops. 

Whilst this group does not represent the totality of consumer behaviour, 
nonetheless it demonstrates that a fundamental rule of marketing 
practice still holds sway: ‘know your audience’. Folkert Schultz, Managing 
Director Strategic Company Development at Fressnapf, a pan-European 
retailer of pet food and accessories, comments: ‘Stores will still be 
important to certain target groups, especially those customers seeking 
[advice and] personal interaction with specialists and passionate people. 
As emotions play an important role in our industry, we don’t see stores 
disappearing.’

So, which groups are important? In some ways, the question is less 
important than the answer because organisations that identify target 
groups that are meaningful to them can be more successful than those 

How our three shopper archetypes shape up

Online ambassadors Retail ambassadors

63% male 60% female

41%
Pre-millennials

27% 
From large cities

32% (US)
26% (UK)

25%
German

38%
From rural areas

68%
Over 36 years old

20%
Pre-millennials

Quality oriented, sustainability minded, city dwellers Empty nester, rural Single or double income and no kids

Swing shoppers

Split evenly

50%
Aged 16-35

37%
Pre-millennials

Figure 1: Retailers should concentrate on ‘swing shoppers’

Source: BearingPoint Institute survey (2014)

‘As emotions play an important role in our industry, we don’t see stores disappearing.’

FOLKERT SCHULTZ, MANAGING DIRECTOR, STRATEGIC COMPANY DEVELOPMENT 
AT FRESSNAPF TIERNAHRUNGS GMBH
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that do not. The French company Ludendo Group is a leading trade specialist 
of toys and games and also owns Hamleys, the flagship toy shop in London. 
The Group is directly focusing on the gentler sex: ‘Women are going to save 
traditional trade,” says Thierry Benhaim, Deputy CEO, Sales France and 
Benelux, Ludendo. ‘Women demand sharing more time together, more 
pleasure and more passion. They want a real shopping experience; they don’t 
want to see it as a simple utilitarian need. Women enjoy hanging around in 
nice stores.’ A highly important group across many retail organisations is the 
‘pre-millennial’ group – that is, twenty-somethings who are just old enough to 
remember life before the web became dominant and universal. Interestingly, 
this group makes up 20% of all retail ambassadors, with little variation 
between countries. Those retail ambassadors are in majority females (20% 
more than males). Some 36% of them express loyalty to certain brands and 
stores, which suggests that brand association is something worth striving for 
with this group. 

Meanwhile, what did our research suggest about online behaviours? 
According to respondents, the main factors keeping people online were: 

82%

77%

73%

69%

FOR - Main factors keeping people online

59%

Delivery cost – 82% of respondents said that an acceptable 
price of delivery was a key factor. This figure was higher for the 
16-45 year old age range, namely 87.5%. 

82%

77%

73%

69%

FOR - Main factors keeping people online

59%

Price comparison – 77% overall of people giving feedback to 
the survey, expressed the importance of being able to compare 
prices at a glance. This figure rose to 80% for male respondents 
and 87% of Germans.

82%

77%

73%

69%

FOR - Main factors keeping people online

59%

Convenience – 73% of people in general valued the 
opportunity to shop anywhere at any time. Specifically within 
the 16-45 year old age range, the figure was 82.5%. Also, 78.5% 
respondents from the UK and the USA championed this feature 
of online retail.

82%

77%

73%

69%

FOR - Main factors keeping people online

59%

Reviews – The availability of customer reviews or opinions was 
important to 69% of respondents, generally. In the specific 
subgroup of female respondents aged 16-45 years old this 
figure was 82%.

82%

77%

73%

69%

FOR - Main factors keeping people online

59%

Recommendations – Product suggestions and targeted 
recommendations were valued by 59% of respondents overall. 
Within the age range 16-45 years old, this figure rose to 69%.
These capabilities are difficult to replicate offline: for example, 
personalised product recommendations depends on having 
access to a customer’s user profile and complex 
recommendation algorithms, such as those used by Amazon. 

‘Women are going to save traditional trade, they want a real shopping experience and don’t see 
it as a simple utilitarian need.’

THIERRY BENHAIM, DEPUTY CEO, SALES FRANCE AND BENELUX, LUDENDO
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The city of lost shoppers
Even so, an important new finding from our research is that only 
9% of the population demonstrates a deep-rooted desire to make 
future purchases only via the web or mobile: we call this segment 
‘online ambassadors’. People in this group are more likely to be male, 
city dwellers (especially if living in the USA) and consider quality as 
more important than price. In addition, online buyers do not have to 
compromise on product quality, after-sales service or returns. Therefore 
it is easy to see how certain retail sectors – such as technology and 
photographic equipment – have become a more difficult proposition 
for physical stores. Retailers may have to face the fact that the online 
ambassador group are lost to traditional retail. Enticing online buyers 
back into stores through marketing and sales promotions is a tough and 
expensive process with a high risk of failure. 

Getting into the ‘swing’ – reaching the 
middle ground of customers
Our findings show that strong support still exists for offline models, 
particularly if specific demographics and contextual factors are taken into 
account. This fact is reflected in other research: for example, according 
to a MOONDA DKC study in March 2013, 70% of visits to a retailer’s 
online store lead to the customer visiting the physical store. MOONDA 
DKC found that 50% of consumers learn about a product on the web 
before buying it at the bricks-and-mortar shop6. Isabelle Buisine, Head of 
CRM Group at Kiabi believes: ‘Retail’s upcoming disruption will be more 
significant than what has taken place over the last ten years, implying a 
radical transformation within retailers’ internal organisations. However, it 
won’t question the fundamentals of commerce.’

The door is still open: physical retailers may have an easier ride by 
focusing on specific populations to discover what is important to them, 
rather than by targeting diehard online groups.

Taking this point a step further, there is an undecided, ‘swing shoppers’ 
group that lies between the group of online and offline ambassadors, 
which is characterised in the BearingPoint research study as people who 
responded ‘somewhat retail’ or ‘somewhat online’ to our survey questions. 
This group amounts to almost 60% of the overall sample, with no major 
variation across the countries we surveyed.

9% Proportion of ‘retail ambassadors’ that is lost 
to traditional retail 

Some retail sectors 
such as technology 
and photographic 
equipment have 
become a more 
difficult proposition for 
physical stores
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This is the space in which the battle will be fought for the future of retail.

37%

67%

What can we say about the ‘swing shoppers’ group? Most 
importantly perhaps, we know from our research that they 
make up a significant proportion of the pre-millennial 
group – some 37% of twenty-somethings have no default 
position as to whether to buy online or in physical stores. 
This is despite the fact that pre-millennials are more 
connected than any other group (with over 20% more 
owners of digital devices).

37%

67%
Also, a majority of respondents (67%) see shopping as a 
social activity, whilst half of our sample (50%) discuss items 
they plan to buy and wear with their friends. 

At the same time swing shoppers by their nature are unsure what they 
want from retailers and wait for them to launch sales promotions and 
marketing incentives. Swing shoppers only decide whether or not they 
are going to make a purchase when they visit a store or go to a website. 
From the retail perspective, this behaviour demonstrates a frustratingly 
lax attitude shown by a significant group of consumers. Such behaviour 
remains, however, the prerogative of the customer: swing shoppers 
provide little feedback, but they vote with their feet.

As a consequence of such unpredictable behaviour, retailers have 
no choice but to optimise the quality of all parts of the customer 
engagement, to develop a winning competitive advantage as well as to 
create new offers and launch innovative experiences. So, how is the retail 
sector doing in this regard? Across the retailers that we interviewed, all of 
them agreed that physical stores would continue to play a part in their 
engagement with consumers and they planned to continue investing in 
bricks-and-mortar assets. Equally, however, the question for retailers is no 
longer whether or not to build an online presence: the new challenges are 
when they will do so and how will this operate. Rather than being viewed 
as the competition, traditional retailers see online and digital technology 
as business enablers. 

‘The “pull” world is comprised of passionate, aware and enthusiastic customers who are looking for 
value-added advice that goes beyond product descriptions they find on the internet.’

ERIK CAMPANINI AND KYLE HUTCHINS,  
DARWINISM IN A CONSUMER-DRIVEN WORLD
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Retail-sector decision-makers concur that the future will be omnichannel, 
where all retail channels will merge and interact to enable individual sales 
seamlessly. As Tim Wheen, Head of Commercial Insight at Heathrow 
Airport says, ‘The days of sales targets for different silos (or channels) are 
numbered!’ 

Omnichannel may be the answer but, as our research reveals, this does 
not mean a ‘one-size-fits-all’ approach. Retailers must deliver specific 
experiences and engagement models relevant to each demographic 
group. In practical terms, this means retailers must analyse and define 
customer journeys that are based on the needs and aspirations of specific 
consumer groups, and then deliver them across the five dimensions7 
shown in figure 2.

Emotion/experience
Being able to touch, see, try and test before 
purchasing is important for 88%

Social interactions
Add customer value – by empowering sales 
assistants (advise as important by 58%) and 
engaging with the community (73% say 
shopping is social)

Connected store
Link digital to in-store services: reserving 
products is important for 63% 

Mobility 
Ability to shop everywhere is important
for 73%

Mass personalisation 
Ability to customise/personalise in-store to 
make unique self-tailored products is a 
decisive factor to support in-store traffic
for 64%

Store journey

88%

58%73%

63%

73%

64%

Source: BearingPoint Institute Report 005, 2014

Figure 2: retailers need to tailor customer journeys
Six dimensions to retail store excellence
Figure 2: Retailers need to tailor customer journeys 
Five dimensions to retail store excellence

‘The days of sales targets for different silos (or channels) are numbered!’ 

TIM WHEEN, HEAD OF COMMERCIAL INSIGHT AT HEATHROW AIRPORT
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By building strategies around these themes, retailers can create new 
opportunities to engage intelligently with consumers. While ‘customer 
experience’ may sound like a cliché, there is no doubt that consumers 
are looking for increasingly differentiated, personalised offerings. For 
example, a senior executive at a large international grocery chain says, 
‘Adventure shopping will rise: smelling and touching the products will 
become more important.’ Thierry Benhaim at Ludendo agrees: ‘The store 
increases customers expectations in terms of experience. Experience 
shoppers are expecting the stores to provide an experience they can’t 
replicate at home.’

A first step towards this outcome in any retail sector is to build a 
foundation within and across the company that integrates the customer 
experience, the supply chain and the delivery channel into a single entity. 
By this means organisations give themselves the opportunity to add 
flexibility to their procedures and dynamism into their markets. We term 
the mastery of this restructuring ‘hyper-agility’ (see figure 3). In addition, 
hyper-agile retailers can engage more directly, quickly and effectively with 
their respective consumer groups. ‘You need to put the consumer at the 
heart – look at everything from the point of view of a consumer who just 
wants to be able to buy what they want,’ says a global retail director at a 
home appliances manufacturer. A good example of hyper-agility is a new 
service introduced by Kiabi to reserve items to try and buy in-store using 
interactive kiosks.8

Figure 3: Hyper-agility is the new model for retail 

Pe
rm

an
en

t in
novation

Hyper- 
agility

Source: Darwinism in a consumer driven world, BearingPoint & West Monroe Partners, 2013

Channel integration
• Web to store
• Mobile to store
•Web/mobile in-store
•Multichannel touchpoints

Figure 4: Hyperagility is the new model for retail

Data operation
• Stock-keeping units (SKUs)
• Price
• Stock/inventory
• Customer knowledge
• Analytics

HR
• Skills
• Training
• Sales assistant 
   empowerment
• Information flows
• Change management

Supply chain dexterity
• Customer promise
• Supporting omnichannel
   fulfillment
• Delivery services
• Multiple collection points

Shopping experience
• Sales area revamping/remodeling
• Brand identity
• Ultra-personalisation
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Tim Wheen at Heathrow Airport agrees, ‘Consumers are beginning to 
expect the retail environments they visit to support the convenience 
and transparency of the online user experience. As retail evolves in this 
direction, the result will be that retailers will be able to provide consumers 
with a more personally tailored experience through one-to-one 
conversations, and so better meet the consumer’s individual needs.’ 

Moving forward with digital confidence – 
a proactive action plan
Let’s celebrate the fact that traditional retail is neither dead nor facing 
certain and imminent demise. As one respondent told us, ‘Brick-and-
mortar stores will always have a place in society. For me, it’s hard to gauge 
a product when you’re looking at it online. And it’s so easy for companies 
to lie about their products online. I rarely buy clothing online since it 
usually doesn’t look like it does in the pictures, or doesn’t fit correctly!’

With time of the essence, however, retail is no longer a question of 
strategic guesswork, but rather a matter of execution on new business-
model strategies. Quoting Folkert Schultz at Fressnapf: ‘Retail does not 
need to be saved. Retailers have more opportunities than ever before to 
satisfy their customers. But CEOs need patience and a clear digital and 
data-driven, long-term strategy to create a sustainable business model 
that serves our valued customers as well as potential investors.’

But which customers should retailers target? The proportion of retail 
ambassadors to online ambassadors, coupled with the presence of a 
sizeable group of ‘swing shoppers’, suggest that physical-first retailers 
have everything to gain. Traditional retailers need to focus on swing 
shoppers and the needs of their constituent members: retailers need 
to understand their mindsets and behaviours when shopping online or 
offline, by taking proactive actions to entice them into physical stores and 
by responding positively to their specific expectations and needs (e.g. 
enabling home delivery of products).  All online and offline activities need 
to combine, to make the physical shopping experience worthwhile for 
the consumer and to influence customer behaviour and enhance brand 
loyalty.

What actions does BearingPoint Institute’s research suggest? The focus 
for retailers should no longer be on the question of ‘what’ to do, rather the 
‘how’ of achieving their goals. In practical terms, this means:

1Creating a platform that can provide a ‘hybrid’ 
omnichannel experience
Retailers need to bring together physical, online and mobile 

channels. ‘Customers do not think in distribution channels,’ says Folkert 
Schultz at Fressnapf. ‘They think about their personal needs and about 
how and where they can be met.” Isabelle Buisine at Kiabi agrees, ‘It is 
now worth playing on complementarity of the channels. Retailers have 
to demonstrate added-value to customers through all their actions.’ 
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Looking at an in-store customer journey of the immediate future
Retail will become one part of a larger, more connected customer experience where the store of tomorrow 
will become informational product showrooms that drive purchase decisions via location, mobile and apps

You still need to pay
By combining the benefits of online 
browsing and instant gratification of 

the in-store m-payment, advisors 
o�er high-value customers a 

queue-busting service to pay directly 
via PayPal by bumping their phones 

onto her tablet.

Community zone
Retailers lend space to local small 

businesses, enriching their assortment 
with unique and related products. The 
retailer and community also co-create 

innovative o�erings, bundling 
products and services from the 
retailer and its local ecosystem.

Augmented reality mirrors and 
connected experience sharing

The customer browses a collection using an 
interactive wall that gives him an immersive 

and connected experience. His face is 
scanned automatically to match fitting 

frames that are then sorted according to his 
personal preferences.

Customer is greeted by
sales advisor

Back to the o�ce

The customer walks 
around to the 
community zone to look 
at local artists making 
bespoke spectacle cases

Sales advisors
Store employees are the face of the 

retailer and essential to ensure a 
pleasant shopping experience. Their 

customer management system 
allows them to guide and advise 
customers who are automatically 
identified via their mobile phone 

(iBeacon), NFC loyalty cards or even 
facial recognition. The customer 

profile pops up on the advisor’s tablet, 
with his preferences and order history, 
enabling her to greet him personally 
and direct the conversation towards 

relevant products and o�ers.

Hello
Mr Anderton

Upgrade toGoogleGlassTitanium 7.1

Social sharing
He can ‘try them on’ using augmented 

reality and can share his choices with his 
friends via social media to help him making 

a choice. He can see and leave product 
ratings directly on the wall.

Mobile in-store
He gets an iBeacon notification of an o�er 

for a free pair of sunglasses with his 
prescription if he upgrades his frames

Instant restocking
The frames aren’t immediately available 

in-store but a drone will deliver them within 
17 mn

He walks over to 
the augmented 
reality wall

One-hour delivery
The coating on polarised lenses takes 
some time to dry, so his prescription 

sunglasses will be shipped to his o�ce 
using a peer-to-peer delivery service 

such as urb-it.

His lenses are printed 
using the in-store 3D 
manufacturing facility. 
They are mounted onto 
the frame that just got 
delivered via a drone.

Leaving the store of the future
The combination of customer 

management systems, augmented 
reality, social sharing, 3D printing and 

fast restocking/delivery ensures a 
smooth, pleasant and quick customer 
experience, with no repeated trips for 

this time-pressed customer. 
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Take note that such models can be extended beyond one business. For 
example, Thierry Benhaim at Ludendo explains, ‘In Las Vegas all shops 
are connected together, clients don’t need to use their credit cards, they 
pay only once by leaving the hotel and doing the check-out.’

2Recognising the impact of consumer evolution on 
the relationship with suppliers and manufacturers
Suppliers and manufacturers are only too aware of the changes in 

the retail landscape – perhaps more than retailers, as they work in areas 
such as brand sales that are not covered in all retail segments. ‘Brands 
are changing the way that retailers behave, getting them hooked on the 
same type of model that the supermarkets are now used to – i.e. ‘they 
make more money from the space that they sell to the brands rather 
than the products they sell to the shoppers,’ according a home appliances 
interviewee.

3Adopting predictive analytics platforms that enable 
personalised offers and enhanced loyalty schemes
For many retailers, the critical success factor is how well they 

respond to market demand, which relates to the accuracy of their 
understanding of the market. A senior executive at a large international 
grocery chain says, ‘The huge information base likes buying patterns from 
offline, joined with rapid testing experience [related to assortment, for 
example] from online sales: [this] is still not used by most retailers. Not 
only pricing, but also assortments can be analysed dynamically.’ A retail 
director at a home appliances manufacturer makes this point succinctly: 
‘Skill up on data analysis!’

4Exploring new starting points for innovation and 
differentiation, including branding strategies
Whilst retailers know they need to adapt, in practical terms it is 

difficult to capture precisely what this means: it would be dangerous to 
adopt any new approach in a wholesale manner. Therefore organisations 
need to learn how to evolve by running pilot and trial initiatives, gaining 
equally valuable experience from successes and failures. According to 
Thierry Benhaim at Ludendo, ‘Over the ten upcoming years, physical 
stores will turn more and more into experimentation places. Retailers 
should be ready for permanent innovation, to rely on technological 
innovations to reinvent the customer experience.’

‘Economics, psychology and technology are growing together: the retail industry is much more data-driven than in previous 
years. The chances to getting to know your customer better are more present than ever before.’ 

FOLKERT SCHULTZ AT FRESSNAPF
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5Building on the five enablers to hyper-agility: 
shopping experience, supply-chain dexterity, 
HR organisation, data operations and channel 

integration
No activity can take place in isolation – indeed, siloed approaches may 
cause physical retailers to lose market share directly. As a result retailers 
need to have a joined-up strategy that builds on the five pillars of hyper-
agility. ‘To answer the question of how the role of stores will evolve over 
the coming decade requires an understanding of the customer journey, 
relating it to what is most important for the brand to communicate and 
provide – and then doing that really well,’ says the head of customer 
insights at a major UK street retailer. Customers who feel that retailers 
are not addressing their personal needs will soon shop elsewhere. 
‘Consumers have real time, 24/7 access to everything from information 
and comparisons to purchasing possibilities. That tends to loosen brand 
attachment or, indeed, customer loyalty,’ says Isabelle Buisine at Kiabi.

6Investing in people – responding to the strong 
correlation between empowered sales people and 
happy customers 

Customers return to physical stores where they feel they have been 
well-advised and properly treated, even if there is a price differential. ‘A 
key issue is the ability to talk to members of staff and get proper expert 
advice in the categories that need it. I think this will force retailers to 
provide better service and more experience,’ says a manufacturer. Isabelle 
Buisine at Kiabi agrees, ‘I believe in a virtuous circle between the sales 
assistants and customer satisfaction. It’s worth investing in people, 
training, salesperson’s equipment and the well-being of employees in 
order to make them the best possible ambassadors of the brand.’ The 
‘virtuous circle’ point above does not have to be at odds to bringing in 
digital channels; on the contrary, the two should work hand in hand. 
‘Consumers expect retail environments to be digitised, to support the 
convenience and transparency of the online user experience.  As retail 
evolves in this direction, retailers will be able to provide consumers with a 
more personally tailored experience through one-to-one conversations’, 
says Tim Wheen at Heathrow Airport.

‘Technological innovations should be considered as opportunities for retailers rather than threats – physical 
stores will be differentiators in creating surprise and the “unexpected” for the customers’ 

JERÔME CALONNE, MANAGER ORGANISATION AND PROJECTS DEPARTMENT AT KIABI 
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Time is of the essence
Whilst the primary purpose of retail remains the provision of the 
right product, in the right place at the right price, in the context of an 
increasingly fickle market, retail’s future depends on the strength of the 
customer relationship. 

It is clear that the expectations and needs of retail ambassadors need 
to be recognised. This group will remain loyal as long as they are treated 
right and so provide the backbone of sales revenues. However, an 
increasingly myopic focus on this group alone will not win the retail battle: 
retailers need to focus on their ‘swing shoppers’ – specific customer groups 
that buy products and services, if the offer is right – in order to gain and 
retain competitive advantage. 

A key demographic group is the pre-millennials – twenty-somethings 
who have grown up in the hybrid consumer era, but who retain some 
sense of tradition. The future of retail will be dictated by the behaviour of 
consumers in this tipping-point group, which acts only on the principle of 
‘whatever works best’. Acting without prejudice, pre-millennial consumers 
will visit physical stores if, as and when it makes sense to them. 

With such groups in mind, retailers have to add new dimensions to their 
expertise – the arts of aligning with the aspirations of their customers 
and of creating great experiences. Retailers need to push ideas out to 
customers rather than expecting in vain the market to tell them what 
to do. Pilot studies enable ideas to be tested. Examples of innovation 
in different sectors include pop-up services, home deliveries, free coffee 
and/or sofas in-store, increased availability of expert staff in-store and/or 
online, and increased opening hours combined with proactive telephone 
hotlines. Retailers can also experiment with smartphone apps in the direct 
knowledge that the pre-millennial group will be well-represented in such 
trials.

The long term is far from decided – Amazon cannot continue forever 
without making a profit. As Kevin Evers notes in the Harvard Business 
Review, ‘Over the last 15 years, e-commerce growth rates have slowed 
quite a bit. And if predictive forecasts are correct, e-commerce will 
command just 18% of the retail market in 2030, up from 11% today. 
There are a few reasons for why we should temper our enthusiasm. 
E-commerce companies have very slim profit margins, their fulfilment 
centres are expensive to maintain, and their pricing advantages have 
been disrupted by new tax laws.’9 Given that future success is tied to the 
quality of the relationships between retailer and consumer, physical stores 

Acting without 
prejudice, pre-
millennial consumers 
will visit physical stores 
if, as and when it 
makes sense to them 
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have an opportunity to reach beyond the online experience to inhabit 
spaces where pure play e-commerce companies are unable to thrive. 

While any future strategy contains an element of risk, physical retailers 
across the board can move forward with confidence by developing 
strategies that genuinely put their customers first. No room for 
complacency exists: there is no case for simply setting up shop and 
expecting products to fly off the shelves. Also, here is one final piece of 
advice to retailers, which came from consumer feedback to our survey: 
‘Don’t be boring.’ All store, online shop, mobile and other formats should 
be linked intelligently to satisfy customer needs and expectations at every 
interaction point. Customers also need to be delighted and enthralled in 
order to buy into a retailer’s brand values, wherever and whenever they 
choose to engage. 

Traditional retailers may have seen their markets eroded by online-only 
companies such as Amazon but, in an increasingly omnichannel world, 
the future remains wide open. However, customers are not going to wait 
for retailers to catch up with their increasing demands. Time is of the 
essence. To paraphrase a vice-president at a household-name sportswear 
and equipment company, ‘Retailers won’t die from moving too rapidly, 
but they will surely die from moving too slowly if they do not take the 
chances that ongoing digitisation can offer.’ 

•  The future of retail is dependent on how well it engages 
with different demographic customer groups in a fully 
omnichannel mode

•  Customers expect a positive shopping experience, but 
cannot tell much more; retailers therefore need to push 
ideas out to customers rather than expecting in vain the 
market to tell them what to do

•  The success of retail businesses in the future requires 
a foundation of flexible capabilities that enable hyper-
agility in their responsiveness to changing consumer 
needs, with a strong investment on data-driven analysis 

KEY TAKE-AWAYS

‘Retailers won’t die 
from moving too 

rapidly, but they will 
surely die from moving 

too slowly if they do 
not take the chances 

that ongoing 
digitisation can offer.’  
A vice-president at a 

sportswear and 
equipment company
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One-hour delivery – where physical retail 
hits the road?
What is the opportunity for physical stores to gain an 
additional advantage over their online-only competitors?
If immediacy and convenience are key to the consumer experience, 
one area in which physical retail can win is the time that elapses 
between making a buying decision and being able to take a product 
home. That’s why people still like to go into shops – but they may 
not always be able to do so. If they order online, however, they know 
they will have to wait at least a day before they can receive the item 
they have paid for – and we all know how frustrating that can be.

So, what if physical retailers can close the gap down to less than 
a day – perhaps even down to one hour? That is the vision we are 
aiming at. Wouldn’t it be great to be able to buy something online, 
then have a knock at the door an hour later? We already see ‘click 
and collect’ – how about ‘click and receive’?

For example, imagine an online purchase that does not end with a 
phrase similar to: ‘You get your shoes in about 2-5 days’, but rather 
‘Where would you like to have your shoes delivered to within the 
hour?’  After a few minutes, our fictional consumer could receive a 
text message with a picture of ‘Anton’ and the message ‘Hello, my 
name is Anton. I will deliver your shoes within an hour. I will be in 
touch again in a few minutes with the exact time.’ When Anton picks 
up the shoes from the store, the consumer is contacted again: ‘Hi, it 
is Anton here. I will arrive in about 20 minutes with your shoes.’ After 
that point, a personal meeting and delivery takes place, followed by 
the opportunity to receive consumer feedback. 

Is this realistic? What needs to be in place to make this 
happen? 
A number of the pieces of this jigsaw are already in place. First, 
for example, the locations of physical stores, which tend to be 
positioned with reason where people congregate. High streets are 
at the centres of towns, for example, and most traditional stores are 
within 10-15 miles of their customers. Stores are also well-served 
generally by back-end logistics – connections to suppliers and 
wholesalers that enable stock to be kept at an optimum level. 

INTERVIEW

Mats Forsberg
CEO, urb-it

The elusive shopper: will millenials save the physical store?
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What’s missing from the frame currently is the front-end logistics 
– resources that are quick enough and scalable enough to connect 
stores to people. Some online retailers such as Amazon have been 
investigating the use of drones, so perhaps one day we shall see this 
in practice. In the meantime, however, we have an untapped pool of 
people who can make the connection on behalf of retailers.

People? What, just ask a passer-by?
Yes, it is almost that simple. We are seeing a sea change in resource 
sharing and pooling – a democratisation of service delivery, as 
illustrated by examples such as Uber (local transport) and AirBnB 
(accommodation). We asked ourselves whether or not such concepts 
could be extended to logistics? The answer is yes – delivery models 
can benefit from a network of ‘associates’ that scale and flex with 
demand and be rewarded accordingly. 

urb-it, for example, is a front-runner for delivery pooling and sharing 
for one-hour delivery currently being rolled out in Stockholm, using 
associates paid for each delivery.

What’s the gain to physical retailers?
The benefits to stores are numerous, but most importantly they 
gain access to a much broader pool of consumers without needing 
to invest in warehousing. In the municipal environment, for 
example, thousands of potential customers can now be seen as 
the addressable market, opening the door to customer-specific 
campaigns and other marketing activities. It creates a new form 
of customer engagement, linking online tracking and a personal 
experience: for example, if there is a problem you can call a store 
and speak to a real person. 

One-hour delivery also provides the basis for new offers: for example, 
product launches that enable customers to pre-order and receive 
the product as and when they request, rather than building up 
the excitement of purchase before imposing a frustrating delay in 
delivery of perhaps a day or more. 

The bottom line is that the store gains a new and relevant channel, 
blending the physical experience integrated with online capabilities 
to deliver on the growing expectations of consumers and benefiting 
from an innovative crowdsourcing model. 
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